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- WHERE ARE THESE BOOKS?
  The new arrivals section (books) is right behind the circulation counter.

- HOW TO RESERVE THE BOOK?
  Reserve the book through the online catalogue (http://vslopac.iimahd.ernet.in), using “Place hold” option.

- HOW TO SUGGEST THE BOOK?
  You can suggest the book through the online catalogue (http://vslopac.iimahd.ernet.in), using “Your purchase suggestions” option.
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GENERAL

   181.07 R6 (190703)
   [Click here for more details]
   [Place hold]

   001.0954 S2 (190705)
   [Click here for more details]
   [Place hold]

   791.430954 W7B6 (190715)
   [Click here for more details]
   [Place hold]

820.9954 F4B7 (190716)

Click here for more details

Place hold


181.4 C2 (190717)

Click here for more details

Place hold


701 D3 (190718)

Click here for more details

Place hold
7  The India idea: heralding the era of path-breaking innovations by L. K. Sharma (Editor). New Delhi: Wisdom Tree, 2011.

954 I6 (190729)

Place hold


813.6 T6B3 (190730)

Click here for more details

Place hold


796.3580954 G8C6 (190732)

Click here for more details

Place hold

598.9 M2H4 (190757) ***

[Click here for more details]

[Place hold]


813.6 K4D4 (190758) ****

[Click here for more details]

[Place hold]


853.92 F3T4-III (190763) **

[Click here for more details]

[Place hold]

853.92 F3S8-IV (190764) **

Click here for more details

Place hold


181.483 A2T3 (ER000502)

Click here for more details

Place hold


821.914 S2M2 (190756) *

Click here for more details

Place hold
MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION


001.4226 K6S8 (190731) ***

Click here for more details

Place hold

ECONOMICS


338.954 I6 (190700)

Click here for more details

Place hold


330.954 M2 (190702)

Click here for more details

Place hold

Back to Contents

338.095 G5 (190708)

Click here for more details

Place hold


339.460954 U6 (190714)

Click here for more details

Place hold

21 The rise of the robots: technology and the threat of mass unemployment by Martin Ford. London: One World Publisher, 2015.

331.137042 F6R4 (190733) **

Click here for more details

Place hold

339.20151 B3I6 (190754)

Click here for more details

Place hold

EDUCATION


650.092 I6 (190668)

Place hold

FINANCE


658.15 C4F2 (190727)

Click here for more details

Place hold

Back to Contents

332.1 A4S6 (190762) *

Click here for more details

Place hold

GENERAL


658 R6 (190755) *

Click here for more details

Place hold

LEGAL ASPECTS


341.754 M2 (190710)

Click here for more details

Place hold

Back to Contents

341.754 P6 (190711)

[Click here for more details](#)

[Place hold](#)


343.04 S3 (190728)

[Place hold](#)

**OB/HR**


302.35 L8P8 (190765) *

[Click here for more details](#)

[Place hold](#)
PUBLIC POLICY

INFRASTRUCTURE


333.79  C4 (190759) **

Click here for more details

Place hold


307.760954 C4 (ER000504)

Click here for more details

Place hold

OTHERS

33  Borderland politics in Northern India by Yu-Wen Chen (Editor). London: Routledge, 2015.

320.9541 B6 (190706)

Click here for more details

Place hold

Back to Contents
   352.3672160954  R2R3 (190712)
   Click here for more details
   Place hold

   300.72 S2 (190704)
   Click here for more details
   Place hold

   514 M8T6-2000 (190753)
   Click here for more details
   Place hold
SOCIAL SCIENCE

294.52114 I6 (190701)  
Click here for more details  
Place hold

38 Culture and power in South Asian Islam: defying the perpetual exception by Neilesh Bose (Editor). London: Routledge, 2015.  
297.0959 C8 (190707)  
Click here for more details  
Place hold

320.98 M2 (190709)  
Click here for more details  
Place hold

Back to Contents
40.

Revolutionary lives in South Asia: acts and afterlives of anticolonial political action by Kama Maclean (Editor). London: Routledge, 2015.

954.0350922 R3 (190713)

[Click here for more details]

[Place hold]

41.


320.01 V3G2 (190719)

[Click here for more details]

[Place hold]

42.


302.35 W4 (190761) **

[Click here for more details]

[Place hold]

305 B6G5 (190720)

Click here for more details

Place hold


302.231 A5C7 (ER000500)

Click here for more details

Place hold


307.121609544 N2R3 (ER000501)

Click here for more details

Place hold
Left radicalism in India by Bidyut Chakrabarty. Abingdon: Routledge, 2015.

324.254075 C4L3 (ER000503)

Click here for more details

Place hold

Note:

* Issued to Faculty
** Issued to FPM
*** Issued to Student